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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  10/26/2020 5:26:28 PM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT #13; CHINESE, KAZAKHSTANI, RUSSIAN & UKRAINIAN 

CONTROL IN THE WHITE HOUSE: 

 

A. OVERVIEW: 

 

*** In 2015 through 2017, HUNTER BIDEN, a son of Vice President Joe BIDEN, was middle-

man for laundering money from Chinese, Kazakhstani, Romanian, Russian and Ukrainian 

governments to his CRIME FAMILY. The MONEY was LAUNDERED THROUGH SHELL 

CORPORATIONS to hide who was involved, who the money was coming from and to whom 

the money was going. A 23 MAY 2017 email of Hunter said he was holding 10% of the foreign 

money for "THE BIG GUY". On 22 OCTOBER 2020, 27-year military veteran Tony 

BOBULINSKI said on TV, "THE BIG GUY is Joe BIDEN" to whom he had spoken of this at 

The White House. Hunter holds Joe's 10% in a covert SHELL CORPORATION so Joe can 

deny receiving it of which Joe said, "I have not received a penny from any foreign source, ever" 

(22 OCT 2020). These are quid pro quos, a.k.a. PAY-FOR-PLAYs of Hunter and Vice 

President Joe BIDEN illegally selling military use technology of the United States to China by 

subverting Federal SIFIUS procedures. This involved Barack OBAMA, Senators Kamala 

HARRIS, Gerald NADLER, Nancy PELOSI, Adam SCHIFF, Chuckie SCHUMER, Elizabeth 

WARREN, Maxine WATERS and others. 

 

B. THE ABANDONED LAPTOP FROM HELL: 

 

*** In 2018, when HUNTER BIDEN left his laptop computer at a shop for repair, he signed a 

form that said it became abandoned property and owned by the shop if left over 90-days. When 

Hunter left his laptop over 90-days and it legally became property of the repair shop, the 

conscientious shop owner found evidence of crimes on it and turned it over to the FBI. From 

DECEMBER 2018 to SEPTEMBER 2020, FBI agents and Director Chris WRAY did nothing 

about the criminal acts involving Hunter and the BIDEN family described in the emails, nor the 

pornography, on Hunter's laptop computer. The Senate Intelligence Committee should have 

been, but was not, notified. In SEPTEMBER 2020, the shop owner becamed concerned about 

the FBI not investigating the crimes and gave a copy of the laptop's hard drive to the New York 

Post which published facts of Hunter's emails on 09 OCTOBER 2020. The Post articles 

exposed Hunter's foreign dealings, illegal funds for Joe BIDEN held by Hunter and facts of 

lewd pictures. 

 

C. PROOF OF OWNERSHIP: 

 

*** On 18 OCTOBER 2020, one of Hunter and Jim BIDEN's business partners in the foreign 

commerce, Devin COONEY, verified that emails on the laptop were those from Hunter BIDEN 
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to COONEY and other partners. Since COONEY was in prison for his part in crimes involving 

Hunter, he gave Breitbart News his PIN number to access his emails that prove Hunter's 

involvement in foreign commerce crimes with: COONEY, Devon ARCHER who awaits 

sentencing for his part in the crimes, and CEFC executive Johnathon Lee of China. On 20 

OCTOBER 2020, Hunter BIDEN's attorney called the Delaware repair shop and requested his 

client's computer. Therefore, the laptop was verified to belong to Hunter. 

 

D. WHOLESALE TREASON: 

 

*** Tony BOBULINSKI was a former business partner of Hunter BIDEN and Jim BIDEN in 

the foreign dealings. On 22 OCTOBER 2020, Tony said on TV that he had received emails 

about Hunter getting $10-million from the Chinese investment firm of CEFC; an arm of the 

Chinese People's Liberation Army run by Jonathon Lee. This $10-million was for: (1) direct 

access to VP Joe BIDEN in The White House; (2) Hunter and J. Lee to form a U.S. SHELL 

CORPORATION to hide the CEFC/Lee takeover of the HANAGUS Corporation of Michigan; 

and (3) Joe's assistance to get Lee and Hunter's SHELL CORPORATION through Federal 

SIFIUS procedures in the U.S. Senate so HANAGUS technology could be acquired by CEFC. 

J. Lee walked into The White House without signing in to see Joe BIDEN about getting this 

SIFIUS approval for the acquisition of HANAGUS' and it's militarily sensitive Vibration 

Detection technology. 

 

*** On 23 OCTOBER 2020, Devon COONEY provided evidence that Hunter BIDEN and Joe 

BIDEN helped CEFC/Lee through the SHELL CORPORATION to takeover Hanagus 

Corporation and obtain its dual use military and civilian Vibration Detection Technology. This 

acquisition of HANAGUS and its military technology by Lee and Hunter's SHELL 

CORPORATION for CEFC of the Chinese People's Liberation Army was run through the 

Obama Administration under direction of Joe BIDEN with help from aforenamed Senators (1st 

paragraph). This is like the Rosenberg's selling nuclear secrets to Russia for gain in the 1950s. 

 

*** Six Chinese on visas at Facebook in Seattle are shutting down Conservative websites. 

 

*** Joe BIDEN, Kamala HARRIS, Gerald NADLER, Barack OBAMA, Nancy PELOSI, Adam 

SCHIFF, Chuckie SCHUMER, Elizabeth WARREN, Maxine WATERS and other 

DEMONRATS are predators intending to seize Totalitarian control of the Federal Government? 

Representative Adam SCHIFF falsely called BIDEN FAMILY crimes described in Hunter's 

emails RUSSIAN DISINFORMATION. This was intended to distract from the Chinese sellout 

by them. SCHIFF shut-up when Directors of the DNI and FBI said Russia wasn't involved. The 

DEMONRATS are afraid of being exposed for years of getting rich by being paid to do 

criminal acts for foreign governments. Why did the FBI DEEP STATE do nothing to stop 

selling out of U.S. SECRETS until exposed by the New York Post? 

 

 

 

 

----------------------------------- 

Dear Rudy & Erin: 
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I was shocked to hear the res gestae witness, a DEMOCRAT and 27-year military veteran Tony 

BOBULINSKI, tell the aforesaid on TV just before the Presidential debate, even though I knew 

it. I believe he went public, like "SATANIC DECEPTION...", to keep from being murdered in 

silence or having an "accident". It is like a secular version for the General Public of "You shall 

know the Truth, and the Truth shall set you free". Now, the General Public knows what they 

felt for years about the left wallowing in The Swamp. Romans 1:28. 

 

With God's Love and Our Prayers from the Lockdown State of Whitmigan. 

 


